INTRODUCTION
In the realm of Computational Solid Mechanics (CSM), the Finite Element (FE) method is 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Neglecting inertia and body forces for clarity, the conservation of linear momentum for an arbitrary 31 body of volume ⌦ bounded by surface with unit normal n is given in integral form as:
where the Cauchy stress tensor for a linear elastic body is given by Hooke's law:
The Lamé coefficients µ and relating to the Young's modulus of elasticity, E, and the Poisson's 34 ratio, ⌫, are given respectively as: 
for plane stress
for plane strain and 3-D
Inclusion of transient effects and body force terms is trivial; the use of more complex constitutive 37 relations is also possible, but may require modifications to the solution procedure for nonlinear 38 materials.
39
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The mathematical model is found by substituting the constitutive relation (Eq. 2) into the 40 governing equation (Eq. 1):
where no distinction is made between the initial and deformed configurations i.e. small strains and 42 small rotations are assumed.
43

NUMERICAL METHOD
The mathematical model presented in the preceding section is now discretised in a fully coupled 44 implicit manner using the cell-centred FV method, providing a discrete approximation of the 45 previously presented exact integral. The discretisation procedure is separated into two distinct parts:
46 discretisation of the solution domain and discretisation of the governing equations. If temporal 47 effects were considered, time would also be discretised into a finite number of time increments,
48
where the mathematical model is solved in a time-marching manner. shown in Figure 1 , with the computational node P located at the cell centroid, the cell volume is ⌦ P ,
53
N is the centroid of a neighbouring control volume, face f has face area vector f , vector d f joins P
54
to N and r is the positional vector of P . Note that in contrast to standard FE methods, no distinction 55 is made between different cell volume shapes, as all general polyhedra (e.g. tetrahedra, hexahedra, 56 triangular prism, dodecahedra, etc.) are discretised in the same general fashion: this allows greater 57 freedom during the often troublesome mesh generation phase. volumetric face flux. Cell volume V n P , V o P and V oo P and volumetric face fluxV f are calculated directly from geometric considerations and satisfy the discrete form of the SCL. 
III. Automatic Mesh Motion
Objective of automatic mesh motion is to accommodate externally prescribed boundary deformation by changing positions of mesh points. During motion, the mesh must remain geometrically valid;
3 this condition reduces to preservation of cell and face convexness and mesh non-orthogonality bounds. 
Equation Discretisation
59
The standard cell-centred FV discretisation approach for solid mechanics, as previously presented e.g. [3, 6, 9], partitions the surface force (diffusion term) into implicit and explicit components; the resulting linear system is then solved in a staggered/segregated manner where outer Picard/FixedPoint iterations provide the necessary coupling. In contrast, the current method discretises the entire term in a fully implicit manner where only one solution of the final linear equation system is required. To facilitate this, the surface traction (T = n · ) is decomposed into normal (T n ) and tangential (T t ) components [12] :
where r t = (I nn) · r designates a tangential derivative; quantities in bold font are vectors or 60 tensors; subscripts n and t represent the normal and tangential components of a vector, respectively.
61
The discretisation of the normal and tangential face-derivates are now given separately.
62
Normal Derivative Terms The surface integrals may be replaced by a sum over the faces of a control volume, and assuming a linear variation of displacement u across the control volume, a second-order FV discretisation may be applied. The normal derivative terms (n · r) on face f are discretised as follows:
where subscript f refers to values at control volume faces, and the vector
[33]. The first term on the right-hand side assumes orthogonality of the mesh and discretises 64 the normal derivative using central differencing. The second term on the right-hand side, which 65 contains the tangential gradient r t u n , corrects for any mesh non-orthogonality, where the correction 66 vector is k f = f f . This corresponds to the over-relaxed non-orthogonal correction method 67 as described by Jasak [33] ; however, in contrast to the previous employed iterative deferred/lagged 68 correction method, the current implementation discretised the corrective tangential derivative term 69 in a fully implicit manner, as will be described in the subsequent section.
70
The normal derivative of the tangential component n · ru t is discretised in a similar manner to that of the normal derivative of the normal component n · ru
where the tensor (n f n f ) has been replaced by (I n f n f ), referring to the tangential component 71 of displacement.
72
Tangential Derivative Terms As with the normal derivative terms above, the surface integral over tangential derivative terms is converted to a sum over control volume faces:
The tangential face derivates, r t u n and r t u t , are then calculated directly on face f using a face-Gauss/Finite Area (FA) method [34] [35] [36] [37] :
where subscript e refers to an edge of face f , L e is the length of edge e (see Figure 2) , and the summation is performed over all edges enclosing face f . This approach to calculation of tangential face gradients is a generalisation of the method used by Demirdžić et al. [1, 38] on structured meshes. The edge-centre unit bi-normal vector m e is calculated as follows:
whereê is the unit vector parallel with the edge e, and operator ⇥ designates a cross product. The edge-centre displacement components, (u n ) e and (u t ) e , are approximated as the average of the edge e end-points, assuming a linear variation:
where the edge end-point displacements, (u) ep1 and (u) ep2 , may be approximated in terms of the neighbouring cell-centre values using a weighted least squares interpolation with linear fit function [13, 34]:
where subscript j indicates the so-called point-cell neighbours (cells that contain the current point) and boundary face centres (boundary faces that contain the current point), and n is the total number of point-cell neighbours around the point; the reference position r i0 and reference field value u i0 are calculated directly as the weighted average of cell-centre and boundary face positions and cell-centre and boundary face field values. The point-cell weights ! i can be calculated in a number of ways: in the current study an arithmetic average is used, alternatively the weights could be based on the inverse of the distance or its square. C i is the unknown least squares coefficient vector (three components):
where u i is the vector consisting of the quantity u tangential derivatives; the current articles outlines an implicit implementation of this method.
79
The discretised form of the tangential derivative of normal component term is:
In a similar fashion, the tangential derivative of the displacement tangential component can be discretised, where it is noted that m e · n f ⌘ 0 and hence
where it should be noted that the magnitude of the face area vector f does not feature in either of 80 the final discretised tangential terms but instead the edge lengths L e .
81
The non-orthogonal correction terms that appear in Equations 7 and 8, which contain tangential 82 derivatives, are discretised in the same manner as Equations 15 and 16. It should be noted that 83 discretisation is second order in space and strongly conservative. Additionally, the resulting sparse 84 solution matrix will be symmetric in structure but the coefficients will be asymmetric, potentially 85 leading to higher memory and computation costs; however, as will be shown in the test cases section,
86
the resulting method is shown to be efficient in terms of memory and computation time.
87
At this point it is worth mentioning differences with the method developed by Das et 
where u is the boundary-face centre unknown displacement, I is the identity tensor, and U b is the 120 user specified boundary-face centre displacement.
121
Traction The traction boundary condition, a Neumann condition, is a constant in time or timevarying user specified traction; the traction on a boundary face is written as:
where the normal and tangential derivative terms are discretised in the same manner as for internal 122 cells, where the main difference is that the central differencing approximation becomes one-sided;
123
T b is the user specified boundary traction. In practice, the negative of this equation is used to ensure 124 that the diagonal coefficients are negative, as is the case for the control volume equations.
125
Symmetry Plane The symmetry plane condition, a mixed Dirichlet-Neumann condition, specifies by definition a zero normal displacement and a zero normal gradient of tangential displacement:
where the condition is enforced at the centre of a boundary face. The discretised form of the normal displacement equation is:
Computers and Structures (0000) where n b is the boundary face normal, and u is the unknown boundary face displacement. The tangential equation becomes: The final discretised form of the linear momentum equation for each control volume P can be 132 arranged in the form of N i linear algebraic equations:
where n p is the number of neighbour control volume and boundary faces in the current implicit terms would contribute to the source vector.
138
An additional N b linear equations arise from the discrete boundary conditions, one for each 139 boundary face centre:
where, similar to the control volume equations, a b P is the central tensor coefficient, a b N are the 141 neighbour tensor coefficients, and b b P is the source vector contribution; here the source will only 142 contain contributions from traction boundary conditions and non-zero displacement boundary 143 conditions.
144
The algebraic linear equations described above (Equations 22 and 23) are then assembled for all 145 control volumes and boundary face centres forming a system of linear equations:
where for both cells straddling the internal face OR boundary face and adjacent cell do 3: for all internal and boundary faces of the current cell do 3:
for all edges of the current face do
4:
for all neighbour cells/boundary-faces of the end-points of current edge do 5:
if non-orthogonal correction required then 7:
end if 10: if the neighbour cell is the current cell then Computers and Structures (0000) clusters, have considerably larger memory-to-CPU ratios.
200
Although not the focus of the current study, the extension of the current methodology to 
235
This new implicit bonds connectivity can then be used in an analogous manner to the mesh faces 236 in the standard approach, thus completely defining the addressing of the extended sparse matrix.
237
Consequently, no modification is necessary to the implemented OpenFOAM block linear equation 238 solvers, as they only require the sparse matrix, the sparse matrix addressing, and the source vector. • Non-zero off-diagonal coefficients are only present for each face-neighbour in the compact 248 approach, whereas for each point-neighbour in the extended approach;
249
• Each coefficient is a scalar in the segregated approach, whereas each coefficient is a 3 ⇥ 3 250 tensor in the coupled approach.
251
As a result, the new extended approach clearly has considerably more computer memory 252 requirements, and when moving to 3-D, the differences increase further; however, it should be kept 253 in mind that the method is comparable to that of a standard FE block-coupled implementation. This 
272
Plane strain conditions are assumed. The analytical deflection of the right-end of the beam is given as [43] :
where P = 0.1 MN is the applied load, L = 2 m is the length of the beam, and I = bh remains second order and the true solution is asymptotically approached.
301
The models have been solved in double precision using 1 CPU core (2. least an order of magnitude more memory than the equivalent segregated approach; as previously 319 discussed this is due to a combination of the extended implicit molecule, the inclusion of boundary 320 face unknowns, and the additional memory requirements of a direct solver due to matrix fill-in.
321
Comparing the coupled and the FE methods, the memory requirements are approximately the same,
322
with the coupled method using slightly less; this is to be expected as the FE solution procedure also 323 uses a block coupled approach with a direct solver. thickness of the plate is 0.6 m, and the inner and outer ellipses are given by: and polyhedral meshes to examine the effect of employing fully unstructured grids.
336
The predicted stress distributions of the coupled method on the plane z = 0.3 m, xx , yy , The distribution of the local stress component ss along the local co-ordinate s is presented for the Computers and Structures (0000)
Figure 11. Numerical grids used for prediction of a thick plate bending
The v displacement component along y = 0; z = 0 varies non-linearly, as shown in Figure 10 . re a non-monotonic convergence towards a grid-independent solution is observed. There is a all increase in v after the &rst re&nement, and thereafter the values are reducing. Note that the le has been largely stretched to show this behaviour.
The maximum error on the &nest grid for all quantities is estimated to be less than 0·5 per cent. NAFEMS (National Agency for Finite Element Methods and Structures). The out-of-plate bending is the key feature of interest. Due to a double symmetry, only a quarter of the plate is analysed. Calculations were performed on &ve systematically re&ned grids ranging between 72 and 294 912 CVs. The grids are shown in Figure 11 together with the co-ordinate system adopted, with respect to which the results are presented. The distribution of stress tensor components in plane z = 0·3 m are plotted in Figure 12 . The ✏zz component in this plane is almost constant (approximately 0·55 MPa). The symmetry between ✏xx and ✏yy, and ✏xz and ✏yz stress components across planes x = y and x = y, which would be expected in the case of a circular plate with a circular hole, can be noticed in a distorted form. The largest distortion exists in the region where the radius of curvature of the inner ellipse is smallest. The stress components ✏xz and ✏yz are almost one order of magnitude larger than other components and in this plane they dominate the distribution of the e ective stress.
Although in this case there is no local stress concentration as in the previous one, the stresses show strong variation in the whole domain and the variation is not monotonic.
In Figure 13 the distribution of the local stress component ✏ss along the local co-ordinate s is presented for di erent grids. The local co-ordinate s runs along the upper inner edge of the plate in the direction shown in Figure 11 . This pro&le is the one proposed by NAFEMS for testing. It should be noted that there are no computational points along such edges in &nite volume discretization, so the values of the stress tensor components used to calculate ✏ss are obtained by linearly extrapolating their values from the control volumes adjacent to the edge. In the case of a circular plate with a circular hole, the value of ✏ss would be constant, so the distortion of the pro&le that can be observed in Figure 13 is due to the change of curvature radius. INT The symmetry between ✏xx and ✏yy, and ✏xz and ✏yz stress components across planes x = y and x = y, which would be expected in the case of a circular plate with a circular hole, can be noticed in a distorted form. The largest distortion exists in the region where the radius of curvature of the inner ellipse is smallest. The stress components ✏xz and ✏yz are almost one order of magnitude larger than other components and in this plane they dominate the distribution of the e ective stress.
In Figure 13 the distribution of the local stress component ✏ss along the local co-ordinate s is presented for di erent grids. The local co-ordinate s runs along the upper inner edge of the plate in the direction shown in Figure 11 . This pro&le is the one proposed by NAFEMS for testing.
It should be noted that there are no computational points along such edges in &nite volume discretization, so the values of the stress tensor components used to calculate ✏ss are obtained by linearly extrapolating their values from the control volumes adjacent to the edge. In the case of a circular plate with a circular hole, the value of ✏ss would be constant, so the distortion of the pro&le that can be observed in Figure 13 is due to the change of curvature radius. INT The symmetry between ✏xx and ✏yy, and ✏xz and ✏yz stress components across planes x = y and x = y, which would be expected in the case of a circular plate with a circular hole, can be noticed in a distorted form. The largest distortion exists in the region where the radius of curvature of the inner ellipse is smallest. The stress components ✏xz and ✏yz are almost one order of magnitude larger than other components and in this plane they dominate the distribution of the e ective stress.
It should be noted that there are no computational points along such edges in &nite volume discretization, so the values of the stress tensor components used to calculate ✏ss are obtained by linearly extrapolating their values from the control volumes adjacent to the edge. In the case of a circular plate with a circular hole, the value of ✏ss would be constant, so the distortion of the pro&le that can be observed in Figure 13 is due to the change of curvature radius. stress value given in the NAFEMS benchmark cannot be directly used for comparison as the fixed 351 displacement boundary conditions used in the current study mimic those used in Demirdžić et al.
352
[3] and do not correspond exactly to those in the NAFEMS benchmark. Table II shows the wall-clock times and memory requirements for each of the runs; for 
375
To examine the applicability of the method on truly unstructured meshes, the analysis has been 
379
The tetrahedral mesh contains 295 536 cells and has also been generated using cfMesh; images Computers and Structures (0000) NAFEMS (National Agency for Finite Element Methods and Structures). The out-of-plate bending is the key feature of interest. Due to a double symmetry, only a quarter of the plate is analysed. Calculations were performed on &ve systematically re&ned grids ranging between 72 and 294 912 CVs. The grids are shown in Figure 11 together with the co-ordinate system adopted, with respect to which the results are presented. The distribution of stress tensor components in plane z = 0·3 m are plotted in Figure 12 . The ✏zz component in this plane is almost constant (approximately 0·55 MPa).
The symmetry between ✏xx and ✏yy, and ✏xz and ✏yz stress components across planes x = y and x = y, which would be expected in the case of a circular plate with a circular hole, can be noticed in a distorted form. The largest distortion exists in the region where the radius of curvature of the inner ellipse is smallest. The stress components ✏xz and ✏yz are almost one order of magnitude larger than other components and in this plane they dominate the distribution of the e ective stress.
In Figure 13 the distribution of the local stress component ✏ss along the local co-ordinate s is presented for di erent grids. The local co-ordinate s runs along the upper inner edge of the plate in the direction shown in Figure 11 . This pro&le is the one proposed by NAFEMS for testing. It should be noted that there are no computational points along such edges in &nite volume discretization, so the values of the stress tensor components used to calculate ✏ss are obtained by linearly extrapolating their values from the control volumes adjacent to the edge. In the case of a circular plate with a circular hole, the value of ✏ss would be constant, so the distortion of the pro&le that can be observed in Figure 13 is due to the change of curvature radius. NAFEMS (National Agency for Finite Element Methods and Structures). The out-of-plate bending is the key feature of interest. Due to a double symmetry, only a quarter of the plate is analysed. Calculations were performed on &ve systematically re&ned grids ranging between 72 and 294 912 CVs. The grids are shown in Figure 11 together with the co-ordinate system adopted, with respect to which the results are presented. The distribution of stress tensor components in plane z = 0·3 m are plotted in Figure 12 . The ✏zz component in this plane is almost constant (approximately 0·55 MPa).
In Figure 13 the distribution of the local stress component ✏ss along the local co-ordinate s is presented for di erent grids. The local co-ordinate s runs along the upper inner edge of the plate in the direction shown in Figure 11 . This pro&le is the one proposed by NAFEMS for testing. It should be noted that there are no computational points along such edges in &nite volume discretization, so the values of the stress tensor components used to calculate ✏ss are obtained by linearly extrapolating their values from the control volumes adjacent to the edge. In the case of a circular plate with a circular hole, the value of ✏ss would be constant, so the distortion of the pro&le that can be observed in Figure 13 is due to the change of curvature radius. The symmetry between ✏xx and ✏yy, and ✏xz and ✏yz stress components across planes x = y and x = y, which would be expected in the case of a circular plate with a circular hole, can be noticed in a distorted form. The largest distortion exists in the region where the radius of curvature of the inner ellipse is smallest. The stress components ✏xz and ✏yz are almost one order of magnitude larger than other components and in this plane they dominate the distribution of the e ective stress.
In Figure 13 the distribution of the local stress component ✏ss along the local co-ordinate s is presented for di erent grids. The local co-ordinate s runs along the upper inner edge of the plate in the direction shown in Figure 11 . This pro&le is the one proposed by NAFEMS for testing. It should be noted that there are no computational points along such edges in &nite volume discretization, so the values of the stress tensor components used to calculate ✏ss are obtained by linearly extrapolating their values from the control volumes adjacent to the edge. In the case of a circular plate with a circular hole, the value of ✏ss would be constant, so the distortion of the pro&le that can be observed in Figure 13 is due to the change of curvature radius. INT . Actually, the total number of &ne grid iterations reduces as the grid gets of using a good initial &eld provided by the full multigrid. table for assessing the accuracy and the order of the solution method, since can be exactly calculated. Note that two methods of the same order may, discretization errors which di er by as much as an order of magnitude; the tion only de&nes the rate of error reduction with grid re&nement and is not the method accuracy.
r with a T cross-section subjected to a uniform tension ith a T cross-section is a common element in engineering and at the same geometry which is easy to de&ne. Holes of radius R are usually drilled corners in order to reduce stress concentrations. Due to the symmetry of uarter of the member has been considered. The solution domain showing escribed boundary conditions is depicted in Figure 5 . The Dange is &xed at uniformly distributed traction force acts along the bottom part of the web. erformed on four successively re&ned grids, the coarsest having 624 and the ese two grids are shown in Figure 6 together with the perspective view on hich one can see the grid distribution in the z direction. ✏xx and ✏yy stresses in the z = 0 plane obtained on the &nest grid are shown can see the large stress concentration around the hole. Apart from regions e &xed end of the member, the distribution of stresses is fairly smooth. the presentation of the results, pro&les of the e ective stress, which combines ess components, 
11.5 MPa 7.5 MPa in Figure 19(b) ; however, the scale here magnifies the discrepancy. The wall-clock times and memory requirements for each run are given in Table III Table III . Narrow T-section component: wall-clock time (in s) and maximum memory usage (in MB)
414
As in the previous test case, results from a polyhedral and tetrahedral mesh are compared with For the cases examined, the new method has been found to be faster than the segregated FV methods Computers and Structures (0000)
